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TRANSFORMING LIVES TM

Aashwasan practitioners were invited to present
Aashwasan’s unique and path breaking approach on world
Thalessemia day on the 10th of May 2015. Families of
individuals, experts and support group heads were a part of
the audience, keen to get an understanding of unique
approach to this life debilitating disease. Aashwasan
practitioners brought in a truly new approach to helping
individuals cope with and overcome these conditions. They
brought out that every individual’s system and organ has an
unconscious intelligence. When this intelligence is tapped
into, the organ’s function optimizes. As organs work
together in the human system, the system has a
compensating mechanism, which can support another
organ that has limited functioning.
As these mechanisms are activated and brought to the fore,
the whole system is able to cope and the individual
experiences better quality of life. As a result Individuals
with Thalsemmeia may require blood transfusions, catch
infections less frequently and even completely do away with
the chelation process. Similar compensating mechanism is
possible in the genes as well. As on today almost 95% of the
gene function is unknown to the medical field. The
unconscious intelligence of a person has the potential to
unlock the potential hidden in the un-accessed or
unexpressed genes. When the right genes are metabolised,
many other things in battling thalassemia become possible –
high levels of coping, not passing on thalassemia to the next
generation and perhaps overcoming the condition. While an
individual goes through battling this condition physically
emotional resilience of the individual and their care givers is
critical. Aashwasan, also supports caregivers extensively to
accept and cope with their situation.

To know more or participate in the next event
Email: spirit-u-all@aashwasan.com or
Call: +919731301017/18
Visit us at www.aashwasan.com / www.aashwasan.org

10th of May 2015

Hope for individuals suffering from Thalassemia

Aashwasan Practitioners brought out that the source and the
inventor of this path breaking approach is Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa,
who through her discoveries of universal phenomena including
lifeforce mechanism and timeless phenomenon brings the
knowledge of life’s mechanisms and cause and effect cycle that
exists in nature, has formulated a scientific methodology called
Aashwasan science. A science that has been a hope factor in 1000s
of live’s bringing unprecedented breakthroughs in 29 areas of
health including various types of genetic conditions including
down syndrome, cancer, angelman syndrome, diabetes type 1,
thalleseemia etc. Aashwasan was founded by Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa
to reach the world with solutions not just for people who are
suffering from the condition and their caregivers but to create
better health in generations to come.
Inspired by the possibility several members of the audience
wanted to understand specifics of how one can avail of
Aashwasan’s support. Medical experts shared that all approaches
are important in improving the quality of life of those suffering
form Thalessemia. A change in the audience pronounced hope as
they discovered that the possibility to battle this condition lay
within them. Many stayed back wanting to know more and to
inquire how they could take Aashwasan’s support.

